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SUSTAINABLE
INDUSTRY
PROSPEROUS ECONOMIES

STEVEN QUIRING
Climatologist

GLOBAL PROBLEMS TO SOLVE?
DATA SCIENTISTS SAY ‘BRING IT’
Stories by Jenny Grabmeier | Photos by Kevin Fitzsimons

When you’re faced with a hurricane, Steven Quiring can
predict if your lights will go out.
While meteorologists tell us what the weather will be,
this Ohio State climatologist can tell you whether it will
knock out your electricity. More importantly, he can tell
your utility company so it can make preparations ahead
of time to restore it.
How does he do this? With data — lots and lots of data.
It’s fortunate, then, that he works at Ohio State, one
of only a handful of universities worldwide that are
pioneering ways to use big data for the betterment
of humankind.
Quiring and several collaborators create their
forecasts using information from NASA’s Soil Moisture
Active Passive satellite, which measures moisture in the
Earth’s surface once every two to three days. You may
wonder what this has to do with your loss of power in
a storm. Among many things scientists have found in

a decade of work is that soil moisture plays a big role
in whether things like trees and telephone poles stay
upright in windy conditions.
They cross-reference the particulars from NASA with
data about land use, population density, average wind
speeds, and duration and intensity of storms. Then,
they generate a map that shows anticipated outages by
region. In the case of Hurricane Matthew last fall, Quiring
and his colleagues predicted five days out that 4.5 million
people would lose power in Georgia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Virginia. The actual number affected:
about 4.1 million in those very same states.
A few blocks away from Quiring’s lab on campus,
Assistant Professor of Geospatial Engineering Rongjun
Qin has developed a use for satellite data after the
occurrence of natural disasters.
Every day, satellites orbiting Earth collect images that
must be measured in terabytes, or 1,000 times a gigabyte.
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Scott Shearer

Professor and Chair,
Department of Food,
Agricultural and Environmental
Engineering

RONGJUN QIN

engineer

Creator of technologies
for using big data
What I’m into: I create sensors
and sensing technologies that
allow farmers to assess crop
health at the individual plant
level and then optimize the
application of nutrients and
crop protectants.
Why I do it: Connecting the
agricultural field to the internet
is rapidly changing our ability
to feed an expanding world
population and to do so in a
sustainable and environmentally
responsible manner.

Qin’s lab has developed algorithms
to compare images taken before an
earthquake to ones taken afterward
in order to help first responders
determine where help is needed
most. By identifying structures leaning
at a particular angle, for example, the
algorithms can help pinpoint those in
danger of collapsing or spot where
impassable roads have cut people
off from help. And they are able do
this within days rather than the weeks
it can take people on the ground to
assess damage. The time saved can
mean lives saved.

THE POWER OF BIG DATA

Until recent years, scientists such
as Quiring and Qin had no way
to deal with all the data available.
Ohio State’s new Translational Data
Analytics Institute is changing that.
TDAI is a $125 million effort to
direct the power of data analytics
expertise at the university toward a
multitude of societal questions and
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challenges. It is a foundational asset
that faculty and student researchers
throughout the university are using
to fuel discovery in and across fields
from medicine to social work and
biology to business.
The use of data to inform decisions
has existed for millennia, of course.
Tools dating back to 22,000 B.C., for
recording information and making
calculations, have been unearthed
in Africa. Analytics even was the
subject of a major motion picture,
“Moneyball,” about the Oakland
Athletics’ statistical analysis of
baseball player data to manage a
tiny payroll.
What has changed is our ability
to analyze multiple layers of
massive amounts of data and draw
understanding from immensely
complex matrices of information. And
there is no shortage of data to tap. In
2013, IBM estimated that 90 percent
of all data in history was created in
the preceding two years.

A HUB FOR ANALYTICS

TDAI, the College of Arts and
Sciences, and the College of
Engineering recruited Quiring and
Qin, respectively. For these and
dozens of other new faculty, the
university’s vigorous data analytics
program is a huge draw.
“I was very excited to discover
the effort TDAI is putting into crossdisciplinary research,” Qin says.
“TDAI is not only a group of faculty
coming from different fields, but
also a collaborative community
of scientists that is excited about
using translational data analytics
techniques to solve problems and
benefit people of this planet.”
“Translational” is the operative
word, says TDAI interim faculty
director Raghu Machiraju, PhD ’96,
a professor of computer science
and engineering in the College
of Engineering and of biomedical
informatics in the College of Medicine.
“It’s about making research useful
for the human condition,” Machiraju
says. “In the more foundational
disciplines like computer science,
we often invent methodologies and
devices, and then applications for
them are sought retroactively. In the
translational context, the needs drive
the creation of new methodologies.”
Creating solutions that leverage
big data requires a massive amount
of coordination. While terms in this
field may conjure mental images of
monolithic file servers, what’s really
needed is more like an ecosystem.
This kind of environment requires
hardware for collecting, storing and
processing information; software
and methodologies for mining
and analyzing it; data visualization
techniques to communicate
meaning; and endless applications
— from examining cancer patients’
DNA to improving manufacturing
to, say, predicting weather-related
power outages.
And the most important element

of this entire ecosystem is, of course,
the people.

GATHERING THE EXPERTS

Throughout higher education
and science in general, it has
become increasingly important
to bring diverse people and
perspectives together to tackle
multiple dimensions of complex
issues. TDAI was created to
intentionally cut across disciplines
and leverage the full potential of
the university’s research, learning
and outreach. In short, Ohio State’s
breadth of expertise allows it to go
beyond simply studying issues to
solving them. Doing this requires
collaboration, and collaboration
takes work.
Ohio State’s Translational Data
Analytics Institute has 104 affiliated
faculty members who represent
46 disciplines and every aspect
of the ecosystem’s life cycle. An
important part of TDAI’s work is
bringing together those all-important
components — faculty members
whose research benefits from big
data — and creating environments
and intersections that can lead to
game-changing solutions.
In the spirit of positive collisions,
TDAI hosts opportunities for
researchers to discuss projects,
which helps bring campus and
community together. It offers seed
grants for projects involving multiple
colleges as well as a faculty directory
that is searchable by interest and
discipline. And it is creating both
physical and digital data analytics
hubs with shareable resources.
Into this mix, TDAI Managing
Director David Mongeau is adding
another key ingredient: partners
from industry and the community.
With a background in business and
engineering, he speaks the language
of both.
“TDAI fills a need at the
intersection of academia and

Laura Kubatko

Professor, Statistics and
Evolution, Ecology, and
Organismal Biology
User of big data
What I’m into: I develop and
apply statistical techniques
to compare and understand
DNA sampled from different
species. One of my current
projects is aimed at preventing
disease in the cassava plant,
which is an essential part of
diets and the economy in
eastern Africa.
Why I do it: We need to
understand the interactions
between humans and their
environment on a global scale.
By analyzing huge amounts
of biological data, we can
promote balance between
people and the available
natural resources to help
ensure both can be sustained.
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D.K. Panda

Professor and Distinguished
Scholar of Computer Science
and Engineering
Creator of technologies
for using big data
What I’m into: I design highperformance, scalable (and
free for users) software libraries
to manage and process
tremendous volumes of data
and ultra complex computations.
My lab’s big data software has
been downloaded more than
20,000 times, and it is used
by hundreds of companies,
including Baidu, IBM, Intel,
Huawei and Oracle.
Why I do it: Processing huge
amounts of data and making
decisions within a short time is
increasingly critical for a lot of
uses. The novel software stacks
designed and developed in
my group make this possible
for users and organizations
working with big data.
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DAVID MONGEAU
TDAI Managing Director

industry,” says Mongeau, a former
vice president and project lead with
Battelle and Bell Labs. “We connect
industry and community partners
along with Ohio State experts and
national funding opportunities to
deliver solutions.”
A recent example is a proposal
to compete for more than $5 million
to develop data analytics solutions
that drive societal changes such as
reducing infant mortality and opiate
addiction. TDAI spearheaded the
response, which cited expertise,
methods and tools from more than
60 faculty in 11 colleges and units;
two nonprofits organizations; and
four corporate partners, including
Hewlett Packard Enterprise and
Teradata, an analytics company
based in Ohio.
Links with other universities
are vital, too. In March, Ohio State
formalized a faculty exchange
program between TDAI and the
Graduate School of Information
Science at Nagoya University in

Japan that enables data scientists
from the two institutions to share
knowledge and ideas.
Shuzaburo Takeda ’69 PhD,
who proposed the partnership, is
senior advisor to Japan’s Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology. He envisioned
a U.S.-Japan consortium that
accelerates both countries’ expertise
in data science, which he considers
the most important area of innovation.
“We are entering a new age in
which data science is essential, and
there are so many indicators that
universities are key in advancing the
field,” Takeda says. “In Ohio, there
are a lot of leading industries, such
as automotive and IT, and statewide,
Ohio is committed to translational
data analytics. Strong leadership by
Ohio State and real demands coming
from such leading industries can
make the Translational Data Analytics
Institute top-level in the world.”

TRAINING TALENT

TDAI’s Mongeau recognizes that
research innovations are just part
of what the world needs when it
comes to data science. Over and
over, he encounters companies
keenly interested in workforce
development. In every sector, they
need new talent that knows how to
harness the power of big data.
One of those companies is Saama
Technologies, an international firm
headquartered in Silicon Valley.
“The workforce demand is
— and is projected to continue —
significantly outpacing supply, as
often happens in a new emerging
space,” says Saama board chair Ken
Coleman ’65, ’72 MBA.
Now a member of Fisher College
of Business Dean’s Advisory
Committee, he has served Ohio
State in many high-level capacities
as an alumnus. Two years ago, he
led Saama’s expansion in central
Ohio, a move aimed, in part, at
improving access to Ohio State’s
intellectual capital.
“We’re in a world where data will
become increasingly important,” he
says, “and Ohio State is an institution
that is committed to developing data
technology and research.”
To address the need for graduates
with big-data know-how, TDAI is
creating two new master’s degrees
in translational data analytics to
go along with the university’s new
undergraduate major, which was the
first of its kind nationwide. It’s also
creating opportunities for students
to interact with business people as
they craft résumés and developing
terminology guidelines to help
employers and job applicants identify
one another.

These measures and others
illustrate a focus that goes beyond the
mere practice of data analytics and
looks to the future of the field.
“Don’t confuse our translational
focus with a transactional
enterprise,” Mongeau cautions. “Our
aim is very strategic and forwardlooking. We’re inviting think tanks,
federal agencies and industry
to the table with us to consider
academic programming needs
for data scientists, engineers and
analysts. We talk about research
roadmaps and long-term aspirations
with industry partners, not just
the immediate problems we can
address with our data analytics
talent and technology.”

THE FUTURE IS NOW

With such innovative research,
international collaborations and
leading-edge education for students,
is it possible Columbus could
become the Midwest version of
Silicon Valley? Coleman thinks so.
“Central Ohio is a convenient
location to create a knowledge
center, and there’s a commitment
here to data analytics and its
challenges and opportunities,” he
says. “I believe the best place to
put a knowledge center is around
a great university, and Ohio State is
one of those.”
Takeda concurs. “The science of
the 21st century — digital science — is
converting the real world into a virtual
world and creating technologies that
translate new value created in the
virtual world into value in the real
world,” he says. “There is a new type
of infrastructure for the coming era,
and we must prepare for the future.
Ohio State is doing that very well.”

TO SUPPORT THE WORK

Visit discovery.osu.edu/TDA to learn more about Ohio State’s work in
translational data analytics and the good it’s doing in the world. To assist
Ohio State students, faculty and staff involved in this promising field, visit
give.osu.edu/TDA.

Chris Stewart

TDAI Faculty in Residence
and Assistant Professor
of Computer Science
and Engineering
Creator of technologies
for using big data
What I’m into: I study the
design and implementation
of computer systems that
transform unpredictable,
environmentally harmful and
inefficient industries. I also am
creating TDAI’s Data Commons,
the cyber space where faculty,
students and industry partners
store and share our most
valuable asset: data.
Why I do it: We have seen that
data — sober and true — can
help us explain problems,
find solutions and detail the
type of technology needed
to implement the solution. At
TDAI, I am proud to scale these
benefits beyond research silos
to the whole university.
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DATA JOBS CALL, BUCKEYES ANSWER
When Brett Bejcek graduated May 7,
he and six other new alumni were part
of the first-ever class to major in data
analytics as undergraduates. And he is
psyched about the distinction.
Originally a triple major in actuarial
science, finance and marketing, he
jumped on the data analytics major
the moment it launched during his
sophomore year. “I knew this was
exactly where the future was headed,”
he says.

BRETT BEJCEK ’17
Data analytics graduate
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Bejcek’s own future includes
a plum job with PwC, formerly
PricewaterhouseCoopers, where he
interned last summer.
“I’ll be working with clients Monday
through Thursday, and during that time
you get to work on a very close-knit
team on a challenging problem,” he
says. “Then, after a few months, you
move on to a new client and a whole
new problem to solve. It’s perfect
for me.”
Students with data analytics
knowledge and skills are in high
demand and short supply these days,
according to a new report from PwC
and the Business-Higher Education
Forum, a national organization of
business and university leaders.
As an example of what employers
should look for in an educational
partner, it points to Ohio State’s new
Translational Data Analytics Institute.
TDAI was created to make Ohio
State a hub for all things data
analytics. One of its first tasks was
to conduct an institution-wide scan
of graduate-level classes related to
big data to determine unmet needs.
Not surprisingly, it found that nearly
every Ohio State college offered
such courses.
“The ability to collect information;
manage it; code, organize and
analyze it; and present it in a way
that others can understand — those
are skills that transcend across
the disciplines,” says Dorinda
Gallant, a TDAI faculty
member in residence
who co-authored its
report. She also
is an associate
professor of
quantitative
research,
evaluation and

measurement in the College of
Education and Human Ecology.
The scan also revealed a need
for two new degrees: a professional
science master’s, which TDAI is now
creating, and an interdisciplinary
master of science, both in translational
data analytics.
Meanwhile, about 170 students are
pursuing the new interdisciplinary
undergraduate major, the first of its
kind at a major American research
university. The students, about 40
percent of whom are women, graduate
with a bachelor of science from the
College of Arts and Sciences and
specializations in business, computer
science, biomedical informatics or
social science.
“The demand is exploding
for people who are trained and
understand data and can use
that data for programs,” says Tom
Murnane ’70, ’78 MBA. “I’m so proud
of our university that we’re out on the
forefront of this. That’s why I’m doing
everything I can to bring companies
in and hopefully gain more and more
partners. I think partnerships will make
our programs even more robust and
more important to serving our various
stakeholders in society.”
Murnane retired as a partner at
PwC, where he led retail strategy
consulting. He now runs his own
consulting firm, ARC Business
Advisors in Los Angeles, and gives his
time to organizations he believes in,
including Ohio State. He championed
the partnership with PwC, which has
hired a member of that first class of
undergraduate majors.
For that student and his classmates,
the future is full of possibility.
“Data analytics applies to
everything,” Bejcek says. “You sort of
get to go where your heart desires.”

CAMPUS HUB FOR BIG DATA
The Translational Data Analytics Institute will move into the newly
renovated Pomerene Hall in spring 2018. Its 20,000-square-foot home
will include high-tech collaboration spaces for faculty, students
and partners from industry and the community along with labs
for visualizing data and developing hardware and software.

1

2

3
Views:
1. East exterior
2. Coffee bar
3. Huddle rooms
4–5. Pomerene Hall will
include a three-story
Grand Atrium and
two fully outfitted
classrooms.

4

5
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BIG DATA IN OUR DAILY LIVES
IT PAYS TO BE AWARE, PROACTIVE
Tips to keep
your data safe
On your computer:
Use security
software and keep
it up to date.
On your
phone: Use
secure wireless
connections and
turn off wi-fi and
location services
when you aren’t
using them.
In email: Be wary
of unexpected
attachments
or unsolicited
emails asking for
your personal
information or
log-in credentials.
Source: Ohio State’s Office of
the Chief Information Officer
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An ad for a shoe keeps showing up
fairness, security and error. He offers
when you go online — the same shoe
one example to illustrate all of them.
you clicked on yesterday. Google Maps
In 2014, a company’s plan to
tells you there’s a traffic jam ahead and
use student data to help create
offers a faster route. Netflix suggests a
personalized lesson plans was
movie you might like — and it’s right.
scuttled after parents protested. “The
Every day, our internet use and
parents were concerned with who
devices such as cell phones, fitness
this information would be shared with,
bands and cars capture data about our
which is privacy. Will this information
location, habits, preferences and more.
follow my child and be used to deny
Then, thanks to this data collection,
him or her opportunities? That’s
we’re soon being alerted to possible
fairness and discrimination. What if it’s
credit card theft, nudged to stand up
hacked? That’s a security concern. And
when we’ve been sitting too long or
what if this information is wrong? How
receiving lower utility
do we correct it? That’s
bills because our “smart
error risk.”
home” turned down the “JUST THINK
Creating rules and
thermostat while we
systems
to keep our
ABOUT WHAT
were at work.
information safe is an
GOOGLE KNOWS
“With the
essential component of
emergence of the
using big data to help
ABOUT US.
digital society, many
people. Those uses are
WE PUT OUR
of our activities leave
virtually endless.
a trail of information,”
For example, several
LIVES INTO OUR
says Dennis Hirsch,
universities are looking
SEARCHES.”
a professor in Moritz
into the use of data
College of Law,
— DENNIS HIRSCH analytics to determine
director of Ohio State’s
when their students
Program for Data and
might need the help
Governance and a TDAI-affiliated
of an advisor. Ohio State began the
faculty member. “Just think about what
practice, known as “proactive advising,”
Google knows about us. We put our
in August on its Newark campus.
lives into our searches.”
“With online aids for learning, we
Besides the big data our gadgets
know not only students’ grade records
and internet habits generate — which
but also whether they’re keeping up
companies buy and sell — government with assignments,” says Ohio State
records are easily accessed online
Emeritus Professor Don Hubin, a
and obtained in bulk through public
general ethicist who directs the Center
records requests.
for Ethics and Human Values. “That may
The electronic storage and
help us identify students who are at risk
transmission of data presents risks
or who are opting out.”
for private information such as school
As the gathering of information
transcripts and medical records.
becomes more prevalent in our lives,
Risks related to big data fall into
new ways to use it for good are limited
four categories, Hirsch says: privacy,
only by our imaginations.

OPERATING IN A DIGITAL AGE
Even when simply walking across the
Oval, we utilize and participate in d
 ata
analytics and technologies.

Your phone’s GPS
technology communicates
with more than two dozen
navigation satellites
orbiting Earth at all times
to determine your location
and help you get where you
want to go.

Your smart watch’s fitness
app monitors and stores
your heart rate, movement,
calorie expenditure and
sleep patterns.

More than 1,000 satellites
orbiting Earth collect and
send data every day for
communications, imaging,
navigation, research,
environmental monitoring,
surveillance and more.
Pandora’s music genome
system analyzes song
characteristics — melody,
vocals, structure and more
— to deliver songs that
match your preferences,
and it tweaks the playlist
with your feedback.
Loyalty cards allow
companies to track your
purchases and habits in
order to market related
products and services to
you or sell your information
to other advertisers.

Libraries at Ohio State and
elsewhere digitize print
materials to make them
accessible to anyone who
uses the internet.

Every internet search on
your laptop utilizes closely
guarded algorithms to scour
hundreds of millions of
web pages based on your
search terms.
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